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Arabic is recognised as the 4th most used language of the Internet. Arabic has three main varieties: (1)
classical Arabic (CA), (2) Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), (3) Arabic Dialect (AD). MSA and AD could be
written either in Arabic or in Roman script (Arabizi), which corresponds to Arabic written with Latin let-
ters, numerals and punctuation. Due to the complexity of this language and the number of corresponding
challenges for NLP, many surveys have been conducted, in order to synthesise the work done on Arabic.
However these surveys principally focus on two varieties of Arabic (MSA and AD, written in Arabic letters
only), they are slightly old (no such survey since 2015) and therefore do not cover recent resources and
tools. To bridge the gap, we propose a survey focusing on 90 recent research papers (74% of which were
published after 2015). Our study presents and classifies the work done on the three varieties of Arabic, by
concentrating on both Arabic and Arabizi, and associates each work to its publicly available resources
whenever available.
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Arabic is the official language of 22 countries, spoken by more
than 400 million speakers. It is recognized as the 4th most used
language of the Internet (Boudad et al., 2017). Arabic is classified
in three main varieties (Habash, 2010; Farghaly and Shaalan,
2009; Harrat et al., 2017): 1) CA, a form of Arabic language used
in literary texts and Quran1 Sharaf and Atwell (2012a). 2) MSA, used
for writing as well as formal conversations. 3) AD, used in daily life
communication, informal exchanges, etc (Boudad et al., 2017). AD
are mostly divided into six main groups: (1) Egyptian (EGY), (2)
Levantine (LEV), (3) Gulf (GLF), (4) Iraqi (IRQ), (5) Maghrebi (MAGH)
and (6) Others contains the remaining dialect (Habash, 2010; Sadat
et al., 2014; Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2014). However, Arabic
speakers on social media, discussion forums and Short Messaging
System (SMS) often use a non standard romanization called ‘Arabizi’
(Darwish, 2014; Bies et al., 2014). For example, the Arabic sentence:
, which means I am happy, is written in Arabizi as ‘rani fer7-
ana’. Hence, Arabizi is an Arabic text written using Latin characters,
numerals and some punctuation (Darwish, 2014).
Over the last decade, Arabic and its dialects have begun to gain
ground in the area of research within Natural Language Processing
(NLP). Much work targeted different aspects related to how this
language and its dialects are processed, such as: Morphological
analysis, resource building, Machine translation, etc. In order to
present the characteristics of this language and to classify the
works handling it, different surveys were proposed (Habash,
2010; Farghaly and Shaalan, 2009; Shoufan and Alameri, 2015).
Habash gives a detailed overview of Arabic and its dialects by pay-
ing particular attention to different orthographic, morphological
and syntactic aspects of this language (Habash, 2010). Farghaly
and Shaalan (2009) described some challenges of Arabic NLP
(ANLP) and presented solutions that would guide practitioners in
this field. In the most recent ANLP survey of Shoufan and
Alameri (2015), the authors proposed a general classification of
achievements for Arabic and its dialects which can be grouped into
four categories: (1) Basic Language Analyses (BLA). (2) Building
Resources (BR), (3) Language Identification (LI) and (4) Semantic-
Level Analysis (SemA). BLA concentrates on morphological, syntac-
tic and orthographic analysis. The resources built could be lexicons
corpora. LI is done on text and voice data. The tasks on which most
work has been conducted in SemA are Machine Translation (MT)
and Sentiment Analysis (SA). All the present surveys, in the litera-
ture, suffer from many drawbacks discussed in the following:Quran is a scripture which, according to Muslims, is the verbatim words of
ontaining over 77,000 words (Sharaf and Atwell, 2012b).
cite this article as: I. Guellil, H. Saâdane, F. Azouaou et al., Arabic natur
uter and Information Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jksuci.2019.02.0 All the surveys were presented before 2015, which is rather
remote as a tremendous number of works has been done over
the last three years.
 Arabic has three main varieties,CA, MSA and AD. However, MSA
and AD could be written either in Arabic or in Roman script
(Arabizi). Almost all the surveys presented in the literature
principally focused on MSA and AD by neglecting the works
done on CA. For Arabizi, the majority of works have been done
after 2015, hence these surveys could not cover them.
 The research literature only presented the studies that have
been done without presenting the resources and tools associ-
ated to the studies
To bridge the gap, this survey is dedicated to presenting and
classifying the most recent works (90 studies) that have been done
on Arabic. Most of them were published between 2015 and 2018
(exactly 67, which accounts for corresponding to 74% of the
whole). It is the first survey, as far as we know, covering all vari-
eties of Arabic such as: CA, MSA, DA by focusing on the two scripts
used, Arabic and Arabizi. Another originality of this paper is the
fact that a major part of the work (exactly 52 works representing
58% of the whole) are associated to freely and publicly available
tools or resources.
This survey is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the work
that have been done on CA. Section 3 presents the work on MSA.
Section 4 presents the works on AD. Section 5 presents the works
on Arabizi. Section 6 presents a synthesis of the studied works with
a discussion on the most open issues in Arabic natural language
processing. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion with some
future directions.2. Works on classical Arabic
Table 1 presents the studied works and projects focused on CA,
especially on the Quran. More details about these works are given
in the following sections.2.1. Basic Language Analyses (BLA)
Dukes et al. presented an annotated linguistic resource (A part
of Quranic Arabic Corpus noted QAC) The corpus provides three
levels of analysis: morphological annotation, a syntactic treebank
and a semantic ontology (Dukes et al., 2010). These authors intro-
duced traditional Arabic grammar and describing the annotation
process, including the syntactic relations used to label dependency
graphs. They also highlight key parts of the full annotation guide-
lines such as: Verbs, Subjects and Objects and pronoun.al language processing: An overview, Journal of King Saud University –
06
Table 1
The studied works on Classical Arabic (Quran).
Works and projects Year Research area Resources types and link
Sharaf and Atwell (2012b) 2012 BR Quranic corpus1 Visualization tool 2
Sharaf and Atwell (2012a) 2012 BR Quranic corpus 3 Visualization tool 4
Zerrouki and Balla (2017) 2017 BR Vocalized10
Belinkov et al. (2016) 2016 BR Shamela corpus
Dukes et al. (2010) 2010 BLA Quranic corpus and Syntactic guideline 5
Asda et al. (2016) 2016 LI Identification system
Quran Analysis project 2015 SemA Translation, transliteration and other semantic analysis6 online tool7
Tanzil project 2007 SemA Translation of Quran8 Project program9
Al-Kabi et al. (2013) 2013 SemA Classification system
Adeleke et al. (2017) 2017 SemA Classification system
1 URL: http://textminingthequran.com/wiki/Verse_relatedness_in_Ibn_Kathir.
2 URL: http://www.textminingthequran.com/apps/similarity.php.
3 URL: http://corpus.quran.com/.
4 URL: http://www.textminingthequran.com/wiki/Pronoun_Reference_in_the_Quran.
5 URL: http://www.textminingthequran.com/apps/pron.php.
6 URL: https://github.com/karimouda/qurananalysis.
7 URL: http://www.qurananalysis.com/.
8 URL: http://tanzil.net/trans/.
9 URL: https://github.com/minijoomla/Tanzil.
10 URL: https://sourceforge.net/projects/tashkeela/.
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Sharaf and Atwell (2012b) presented a manually annotated
large corpus (QurSim), created from the original Quranic text,
where semantically similar or related verses are linked together.
Sharaf and Atwell (2012a) also presents QurAna, a large corpus cre-
ated from the original Quranic text, where personal pronouns are
tagged with their antecedents. QurAna is characterized by a large
number of pronouns (over 24,500 pronouns). Belinkov et al.
(2016) proposed a large-scale historical Arabic corpus These
authors lemmatized the entire corpus in order to use it in semantic
analysis. This corpus contains 6,000 texts (1 billion words).
Zerrouki and Balla (2017) propose a large freely available vocalized
corpus, containing 75 million words, collected from freely pub-
lished texts in old books.2.3. Language Identification (LI)
Asda et al. (2016), propose the development of Quran reciter
recognition and identification system, based on Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) feature extraction and Artificial Neural
Networks. From every speech, characteristics from the utterances
will be extracted through neural network models. The proposed
system is divided into two parts. The first part consists of feature
extraction and the second part is the identification process using
neural networks.2.3.1. Semantic-Level Analysis (SemA)
The team of Eric Atwell at Leeds University work on the Quran
analysis project, in order to build a Semantic Search and Intelli-
gence System. This system provides manual users with the ability
to search the Quran semantically and analyze all aspects of the
text. Another project dealing with a different task including trans-
lation is the Tanzil project. Tanzil is a Quranic project launched in
early 2007 to produce a highly compliant unicode Quran text used
in Quranic websites and applications. Among the applications of
Tanzil features we cite the translation of Quran into other lan-
guages such as: English, German, Italian, etc. Al-Kabi et al. (2013)
and Adeleke et al. (2017) focused on the classification of Quran.
The first work aimed to classify different Quranic verses according
to their topics and the second one presented a feature selection
approach to automatically label Quranic verses.Please cite this article as: I. Guellil, H. Saâdane, F. Azouaou et al., Arabic natur
Computer and Information Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jksuci.2019.02.03. Works on MSA
Table 2 presents works that have been conducted on MSA.
Details on the presented works are given in the following sections.3.1. Basic Language Analyses
Abdelali et al. presents a fast and accurate Arabic segmenter
(Farasa) (Abdelali et al., 2016). This approach is based on SVM
using linear kernels. To validate Farasa, the authors compare it
(on two tasks MT and Information Retrieval IR) with two other seg-
menters: MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) and the Stanford Arabic
Segmenter (SAS) (Monroe et al., 2014). Farassa outperforms both
segmenter for IR task and it is at par with MADAMIRA for MT tasks.
Howevers, MADAMIRA offers many tasks (such as: feature mod-
elling, tokenization, phrase chunking and named entity recogni-
tion) which are not included in Farasa. Moreover, MADAMIRA is
not dedicated to MSA only but also handle the Egyptian dialect.
Abainia et al. (2017) presented ARLSTem, an Arabic light stemmer.
The main idea of this stemmer is to remove the prefixes, suffixes
and infixes (additional letter which is not original to the word root,
present in the middle of the word).
Khalifa et al. (2016b) present YAMAMA, a morphological ana-
lyzer, focused on MSA and EGY dialect. YAMAMA was inspired by
the fast execution of Farasa and the rich output of MADAMIRA.
The results obtained with YAMAMA, in the context of MT, were
better than those obtained with Farasa and similar to those
obtained with MADAMIRA. More recently, Zalmout and Habash
(2017) introduced a model for Arabic morphological disambigua-
tion based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). The authors
based their work on Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) (Maamouri
et al., 2004) and they used Long Short-TermMemory model (LSTM)
by showing that this model provides a significant performance.
Shahrour et al. (2016)presentedCamelParser, a systemforArabic
syntactic dependency analysis. CamelParser improves on the mor-
phological disambiguation done in MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014)
using the syntactic analysis information. CamelParser improves
the accuracy results of a former parser that the authors presented
in Shahrour et al. (2015). More recently Taji et al. (2017) present
NUDAR, a Universal Dependency treebank for Arabic. The authors
presented the fully automated conversion from the Penn Arabic
Treebank (PATB) (Maamouri et al., 2004) to the Universal Depen-
dency syntactic representation. Arabic was also one of the studiedal language processing: An overview, Journal of King Saud University –
06
Table 2
The studied works on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).
Works Year Research area Resources types and link
Abdelali et al. (2016) 2016 BLA Segmenter1
Pasha et al. (2014) 2014 BLA MADAMIRA2
Abainia et al. (2017) 2017 BLA ARLSTem3
Zalmout and Habash (2017) 2017 BLA morphological disambiguation model
Khalifa et al. (2016b) 2016 BLA YAMAMA4
Shahrour et al. (2015); Shahrour et al., 2016 2016 BLA Parser 5
Taji et al. (2017) 2016 BLA NUDAR6
More et al. (2018) 2018 BLA CONLL-UL7
Selab and Guessoum (2015) 2015 BR + BLA sample of corpus + code 8
Yousfi et al. (2015) 2015 BR corpus 9
El-Haj and Koulali (2013) 2013 BR KALIMAT corpus
Dima et al. (2018) 2018 BR treebank dependency
Works Year Research area Resources types and link
Ziemski et al. (2016) 2016 BR + MT Parallel corpus UN (MSA + 5 others language)10
Lison and Tiedemann (2016) 2016 BR + MT Parallel corpus (60 language including MSA)11
Inoue et al. (2018) 2018 BR + MT Parallel corpus (MSA-Japanese)12
Badaro et al. (2014) 2014 BR + SA Sentiment lexicon + 13
Mohammad et al. (2016) 2016 BR + SA Sentiment lexicon14
Al-Twairesh et al. (2016) 2016 BR + SA Sentiment lexicon15
Rushdi-Saleh et al. (2011) 2011 BR + SA Sentiment corpus16
Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2012) 2012 BR Sentiment corpus
Aly and Atiya (2013) 2013 BR + SA Sentiment corpus17
Dahou et al. (2016) 2016 SA SA model
Badaro et al. (2018) 2013 EM EM model
Kim et al. (2016) 2016 LM LM model18
1 URL: http://qatsdemo.cloudapp.net/farasa/.
2 URL: https://camel.abudhabi.nyu.edu/madamira/.
3 URL: https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/stem/arlstem.html.
4 URL: https://nyuad.nyu.edu/en/research/centers-labs-and-projects/computational-approaches-to-modeling-language-lab/resources.html.
5 URL: http://camel.abudhabi.nyu.edu/resources/.
6 URL: https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Arabic-NYUAD.
7 URL: https://conllul.github.io/.
8 URL: https://github.com/saidziani/Arabic-News-Article-Classification.
9 URL: https://cactus.orange-labs.fr/ALIF/.
10 URL: https://conferences.unite.un.org/uncorpus.
11 URL: http://opus.nlpl.eu/OpenSubtitles2016.php.
12 URL: http://el.tufs.ac.jp/tufsmedia-corpus/.
13 URL: http://www.oma-project.com/.
14 URL: http://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/ArabicSA.html.
15 URL: https://github.com/nora-twairesh/AraSenti.
16 URL: http://sinai.ujaen.es/en/?s=oca&submit=Search.
17 URL: https://github.com/mahmoudnabil/labr.
18 URL: https://github.com/yoonkim/lstm-char-cnn.
4 I. Guellil et al. / Journal of King Saud University – Computer and Information Sciences xxx (xxxx) xxxlanguages on which More et al. (2018) applied their Universal Mor-
phological Lattices for Universal Dependency (UD) Parsing. These
authors presented CoNLL-UL annotation formorphological ambigu-
ity, focuses on three language including Arabic.2 http://www.opensubtitles.org.3.2. Building Resources
Selab and Guessoum (2015) construct the TALAA corpus, a large
Arabic corpus (containing 14millionwords), built from daily Arabic
newspaper websites (57,827 different articles). Yousfi et al. (2015)
present the dataset ALIF dedicated to Arabic embedded text recog-
nition in TV broadcasts. It is composed of a large number of manu-
ally annotated text images that were extracted from Arabic TV
broadcasts. The ALIF corpus contains 6,532 Arabic text color images.
El-Haj and Koulali (2013) presented KALIMAT corpus (20,291 Ara-
bic articles), collected from the Omani newspaper Alwatan The
authors proceed to a set of actions on the collected data such as:
(1) Summarization , (2) Recognition of the named entities and (3)
Annotation of the data collection. Dima et al. (2018) presented a
small dependency treebank of travel domain sentences in Modern
Standard Arabic. The corpus is created by translating the selected
2,000 sentences from the Basic Travelling Expression Corpus (BTEC)
presented by Takezawa in Takezawa (2006).
Different parallel corpora were proposed for MSA such as those
presented by: 1) Ziemski et al. (2016) dealing, in addition to MSA,Please cite this article as: I. Guellil, H. Saâdane, F. Azouaou et al., Arabic natur
Computer and Information Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jksuci.2019.02.0with five other languages: Chinese, English, French, Russian, Span-
ish. This corpus contains 799,276 documents and 1,727,539
aligned document pairs. 2) Inoue et al. (2018) for MSA and Japa-
nese. A part of this corpus comprising 8,652 document was manu-
ally aligned at the sentence level for development and testing and
3) Lison and Tiedemann (2016) which proposes a subtitled parallel
corpus covering 60 languages including Arabic. This corpus is the
release of an extended and improved version of the OpenSubtitles2
collection of parallel corpora.
Different sentiment lexicons (Badaro et al., 2014; Mohammad
et al., 2016; Al-Twairesh et al., 2016) and corpora (Rushdi-Saleh
et al., 2011; Abdul-Mageed and Diab, 2012; Aly and Atiya, 2013)
were constructed in order to perform sentiment analysis tasks.
Badaro et al. (2014) proposed ArSenL, a large-scale sentiment lex-
icon (157,969 synonymous and 28,760 lemmas) by exploiting
available Arabic and English resources. Following the example of
ArSenL (Badaro et al., 2014), Eskander and Rambow (2015)pre-
sented SLSA (34,821 entries), constructed by linking the lexicon
of an Arabic morphological analyzer with SentiWordNet
(Baccianella et al., 2010). Mohammad et al. (2016) used distant
supervision techniques and they translated an existing English
sentiment lexicons into Arabic using Google Translate. Rushdi-
Saleh et al. (2011) presented OCA (an Opinion Corpus for Arabic),al language processing: An overview, Journal of King Saud University –
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positive and 250 negative) collected from different Arabic web
pages and blogs. Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2012) presented AWA-
TIF, a diversified corpus containing 10,723 Arabic sentences, man-
ually annotated as objective or subjective (positives and
negatives). Aly and Atiya (2013) present LABR containing 63,257
book reviews rated on a scale from 1 to 5 stars. The authors consid-
ered reviews with 4 or 5 stars as positive, those with 1 or 2 stars as
negative, and ones with 3 stars as neutral.
3.3. Identification and recognition
Many works are oriented on Arabic identification (Ali et al.,
2016; El Haj et al., 2017; Shon et al., 2018; Tachicart et al., 2017).
These works were respectively presented by Ali et., El Haj et al.,
Shon et al. and Tachicart et al. They dealt with the Multi dialectal
identification as well as the MSA one where the last one proposes
an identification system distinguishing between the Moroccan dia-
lect and MSA. However, as the main focus of these works is related
to dialect identification, they are presented in more detail in
Section 4.3.
3.4. Semantic-level analysis and synthesis
Almost all of the MT system are based on statistical machine
translation (using Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007)) which
requires a parallel corpus. In this context, Inoue et al. (2018) present
the first results of Arabic-Japanese phrase-based MT by relying on
the alignment of 900 documents using two techniques: manual
and automatic. Their system returned a BLEU score up to 9.38.
Ziemski et al. (2016), focus only on 4,000 sentences that they have
randomly taken from the UN corpus. The results for the pair Arabic/
English were up to 53.07 and those for the pair English/Arabic are
up to 41.96. For aligning sentences, Lison and Tiedemann (2016)
relied on the time-overlap algorithm employed in Tiedemann
(2007). The BLEU score for the pair Arabic/English was up to 25.34.
In the context of SA system, Badaro et al. (2014) presents a non-
linear SVM implementation in MATLAB, with the radial basis func-
tion (RBF) kernel The best F1-score achieved by the authors is up to
64.5%. To determine the usefulness of their Arabic sentiment lexi-
cons, Mohammad et al. (2016) applied them in a sentence-level
sentiment analysis system. The authors used a linear-kernel SVM
(Chang and Lin, 2011) classifier. The best F1-score was up to
66.6%. Al-Twairesh et al. (2016) performed a set of experiments
using a simple lexicon-based approach. Their results show the
importance on handling negation and they achieved an F1-score
up to 89.58% Rushdi-Saleh et al. (2011) have used cross-
validation to compare the performance of SVM and NB algorithms.
The best accuracy was achieved with SVM classifier and it is up to
0.91. Aly and Atiya (2013) used Multinomial NB, Bernoulli NB and
SVM. The best F1-score (up to 0.91) was achieved with the unbal-
anced dataset combining unigrams, bigrams and trigrams, by using
TF-IDF and with SVM classifiers. Dahou et al. (2016) introduce a
method based on word2vec which evaluates polarity from product
reviews. A convolutional neural network (CNN) model was trained
on a model of Arabic word embeddings. More recently, Badaro
et al. (2018) proposed EMA system (Emotion Mining in Arabic)
The authors proceed to a set of treatments including: Diacritics,
normalisation, stemming (using ARLSTEM (Abainia et al., 2017)),
etc. To extract features, the authors used the two embedding vec-
tors AraVec (Soliman et al., 2017) and fasText (Joulin et al., 2016).
The authors used SVM, Random Forest (RF) and a set of deep neural
network algorithms such as CNN with LSTM LSTM layer. The last
work (Kim et al., 2016) focus on proposing a language model. In
this context, Kim et al. (2016) propose a language model based
on character-level CNN. The output of this model is used as anPlease cite this article as: I. Guellil, H. Saâdane, F. Azouaou et al., Arabic natur
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The authors applied their approach on 7 languages including Ara-
bic where they used the OPUS corpus.34. Works on Arabic dialects
The following table summarizes many works related to Arabic
dialects. These works will be detailed in the next sections.
4.1. Basic Language Analyses
Many works have been proposed in order to offer a set of Ortho-
graphic rules, standards and conventions. The work presented by
Saadane and Habash (2015) follows the previous efforts made
and demonstrated for Egyptian and Tunisian dialects and applies
them for the Algerian dialect. The purpose of Habash et al.
(2018) was to present a common set of guidelines with enough
specificity to help in creating dialect specific conventions. Segmen-
tation and Part-of-speech (POS) tagging are two of the most impor-
tant addressed areas NLP. More attention has been given recently
to process Arabic Dialects (Samih et al., 2017; Alharbi et al.,
2018; Darwish et al., 2018). Samih et al. (2017) present a seg-
menter which is trained on 350 annotated tweets using neural net-
works. In their model, the authors consider Arabic segmentation as
a character-based sequence classification problem. Alharbi et al.
(2018) present a recent POS taggers for the Arabic Gulf dialect.
The authors observed that using a Bi-LSTM labeler consequently
improved the results obtained with SVM. Darwish et al. (2018) also
present a POS tagger which relies on a Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) sequence labeler. This tagger is dedicated to the four impor-
tant Dialect classes such as: EGY, LEV, GLF, and MAGH. To validate
their approach the authors have manually segmented a set of 350
tweets in each dialect.
Salloum and Habash (2014) presented ADAM (Analyzer for
Dialectal Arabic Morphology). The authors evaluated ADAM’s per-
formance on LEV and EGY. ADAM is comparable in its perfor-
mance to CALIMA (Habash et al., 2012), which is an EGY
dialectal morphological analyzer that required years and expen-
sive resources to build. In the same way, Khalifa et al. (2017) pre-
sents a GLF Arabic morphological analyzer covering over 2,600
verbs. The authors employed two resources (a collection of
root-abstracted paradigms and a lexicon of verbs) Zribi et al.
(2013) proposed a method adapting a MSA morphological ana-
lyzer for the Tunisian dialect (TD). To do that, they relied on TD
lexicons that they constructed based on an existing MSA lexicon.
Al-Shargi et al. (2016) presented a morphological analyzer and
tagger concentrating on the Morroccan and Sanaani Yemeni dia-
lects. This analyzer was trained on a morphologically annotated
corpus that the authors constructed manually using the annota-
tion interface DIWAN (Al-Shargi and Rambow, 2015). Khalifa
et al. (2018) also presented a large-scale morphologically manu-
ally annotated corpus of Emirati Arabic. They relied on 200,000
words selected from Gumar (Khalifa et al., 2016a). For the anno-
tation, the authors used MADARi interface (Obeid et al., 2018).
MADARi is a web-based interface supporting both morphological
annotation and spelling correction during all the process of anno-
tation. MADARi was initially using MADAMIRA (for EGY dialect).
However, it was extended with CALIMAGLF for more coverage.
Zalmout et al. (2018) recently presented a neural morphological
tagging and disambiguation model for the Egyptian dialect, with
various extensions to handle noisy and inconsistent content.
these authors relied on LSTM and CNN model for generating their
character embedding.al language processing: An overview, Journal of King Saud University –
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Kwaik et al. (2018) present the construction of the Shami cor-
pus, a LEV Dialect Corpus. This corpus covers data from the four
dialects spoken in Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria and con-
tains 117,805 sentences. Jarrar et al. (2017) present the construc-
tion of Curras, a morphologically annotated corpus of the
Palestinian Arabic dialect. Curras consists of more than 56,000
tokens, which were annotated with rich morphological and lexi-
cal features. Al-Twairesh et al. (2018) proposed SUAR, a semi-
automatically Saudi corpus which was morphologically annotated
automatically using the MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014). The gen-
erated corpus was manually checked The resulted corpus contains
104,079 words. Alsarsour et al. (2018) presented DART (The
Dialectal ARabic Tweets dataset), a large manually-annotated
multi-dialect corpus of Arabic tweets This corpus contains around
25,000 tweets annotated via crowd-sourcing. Erdmann et al.
(2018) proposed different word embedding models for the four
dialects EGY, LEV, MAGH and GLF. To build a corpus as large as
possible, the authors combined different earlier corpora
(Almeman and Lee, 2013; Khalifa et al., 2016a; Bouamor et al.,
2018). The resulting corpus contains 5.6 million sentences Suwai-
leh et al. (Suwaileh et al., 2016) presented ArabicWeb16, a multi-
domain, very large corpus containing 10.8 TB.4 Khalifa et al.
(2016a) focus on GLF Dialects where they proposed a large-scale
corpus consisting of 110 million words from 1,200 novels. This cor-
pus contains many domains such as; romance, drama and tragedy.
More recently Abdul-Mageed et al. (2018) built a large-scale data-
set for a variety of Arabic dialects. This corpus contains
234,801,907 tweets.
Saad and Alijla (2017) propose the construction of a comparable
Wikipedia corpus between the Arabic and Egyptian dialects. This
corpus contains 10,197 aligned documents Another comparable
corpus (CALYOU) was constructed by Abidi et al. (2017). This cor-
pus is dedicated to spoken Algerian To align messages, the authors
used different approaches such as: dictionary based, indexing
words by their sounds and finally an approach based on the simi-
larity proposed by word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). Bouamor et al.
(2018) presented the construction of two valuable resources: (1) a
parallel corpus of 25 Arabic dialects. (2) A lexicon containing
47,466 dialectal words covering the 25 studied Arabic dialects.
The corpus is created by translating (BTEC) corpus (Takezawa,
2006) Tachicart et al. (2014) concentrate on the presentation of
an Arabic dialect lexicon (bilingual lexicon between MSA and the
Moroccan dialect) by translating an MSA dictionary.5 After some
eliminations and manual validation, the authors obtained 18,000
entries in their lexicon. Kumar et al. (2014) presented (Callhome),
an EGY Arabic-English Speech Translation corpus. The speech part
of the corpus consists of telephone conversations between native
speakers. Each conversation is about 5–30 min; Gender, age, educa-
tion and accent of speakers were also added.
El-Beltagy (2016) presents NileULex (containg 5,953 unique
terms), an Arabic sentiment lexicon containing EGY and MSA.
Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2016) presents SANA (224,564 entries),
a large-scale manually annotated multi-genre, multi-dialectal
and multi-lingual lexical resource for subjectivity and sentiment
analysis of Arabic and dialects. In addition to MSA, SANA covers
also both EGY and LEV, and also providing English glosses. Guellil
et al. (2017d) presented an Algerian sentiment lexicon constructed
automatically by relying on two English lexicon (SOCAL (Taboada
et al., 2011) and SentiWordNet (Esuli and Sebastiani, 2007)) that
they automatically translated using glosbeAPI.6 The resulted lexi-4 1 TeraByte (TB) = one trillion bytes.
5 https://ia802304.us.archive.org/27/items/xvmf6/xvmf6.pdf.
6 https://glosbe.com/.
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Medhaffar et al. (2017) presented the TSAC (Tunisian Sentiment
Analysis Corpus) corpus containing 17,060 Tunisian Facebook com-
ments, manually annotated (8215 positive and 8845 negative).
Guellil et al. (2018b) presented the automatic construction of an
Algerian sentiment corpus using the constructed lexicon (Guellil
et al., 2017d) Afterwards, they randomly selected 8000 messages
(where 4000 are positives and 4000 are negatives) Al-Twairesh
et al. (2017), introduced the corpus AraSenTi-Tweet containing
17,573 Saudi tweets and semi-automatically annotated into four
classes: positive, negative, neutral and mixed. To construct this cor-
pus, the authors target a set of sentiment words and use them to
extract tweets containing these words. Afterwards, they manually
reviewed the automatically constructed corpus.4.3. Language Identification
Ali et al. (2016), used different approaches for dialect identifica-
tion in Arabic broadcast speech focused on multi dialects (EGY,
LEV, GLF, and MAGH as well as MSA). Their methods are based
on phonetic and lexical features obtained from a speech recogni-
tion system El Haj et al. (2017) present an approach of Arabic
dialect identification using language bivalency7 and written code-
switching. The authors concentrate on multi dialects as well as
MSA. For the classification task, the authors use different algorithms:
NB, SVM, etc. More recently Ali (2018) proposed a character-level
convolution neural network model for distinguishing between MSA
and multi dialects. The authors proposed a CNN model including five
layers Shon et al. (2018) proposed an end-to-end Dialect identifica-
tion system and a Siamese neural network to extract language
embeddings. The authors used acoustic and linguistic features on
the Arabic dialectal speech dataset. The authors use the MGB-3
(Multi-Genre Broadcast) dataset (Ali et al., 2017). Tachicart et al.
(2017) focused on an Identification system distinguishing between
the Moroccan Dialect and MSA. The authors relied on two different
approaches: (1) rule-based and (2) statistical-based (using several
machine learning classifiers). However the statistical approach out-
performs the rule-based approach where the SVM classifier is more
accurate than other statistical classifiers. The work of Salameh and
Bouamor (2018) bring a new idea by presenting the first results on
a fine-grained dialect classification covering 25 specific Arabic cities
(such as Morocco, Egypt, Iraq, Gulf, etc), in addition to MSA. To do so,
the authors relied on MADAR, the parallel corpus of 25 Arabic dia-
lects (Bouamor et al., 2018). The authors consider the identification
task as a classification task where they used a Multinomial NB (MNB)
classifier for the learning task.4.4. Semantic-level analysis
In the context of MT, Meftouh et al. (2018) used a phrase-
based MT system, GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) for alignment
and SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) The best results that these
authors obtained were between the Algiers dialect and the dialect
of Annaba (with BLEU score up to 67.31) which is perfectly
understandable where both dialects are spoken into the same
country (Algeria). To the best of our knowledge, Saad and Alijla
(2017), Abidi et al. (2017), Bouamor et al. (2018), Kumar et al.
(2014) have not proposed any system to validate their compara-
ble and parallel corpora.
In the context of SA, El-Beltagy (2016) implement a simple sen-
timent analysis task using the bag of words model, with uni-gram
and bi-gram TF-IDF weights. As a classifier, the authors used NB in7 A word or element is treated by language users as having a fundamentally similar
semantic content in more than one language or dialect (El Haj et al., 2017).
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show that the integration of NileULex improved the results of clas-
sification (F1-score up to 79%). Guellil et al. (2017d) propose a sen-
timent analysis algorithm dealing with Algerian dialect
morphology and handling negation and opposition. The best F1-
score that they achieved is up to 78%. To evaluate the performance
of their corpus, Medhaffar et al. (2017) relied on three classifiers
such as SVM and NB and MultiLayer Perceptron classifier (MLP).
The input of each sentiment classifier is the set of feature vectors
from the Doc2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014) toolkit. The authors
showed that SVM and MLP gave better results while poorer results
are obtained by using the BN classifier. Guellil et al. (2018b), relied
on two vectorization techniques which are: Bag Of Words (BOW)
and Doc2vec. For classification, they used different classifiers such
as SVM, NB, etc. Al-Twairesh et al. (2017) conducted several exper-
iments for multi-way sentiment classification. For classification,
they used SVM with a linear kernel. For the term feature, they
tested the term-presence, term-frequency, and TF-IDF features.
The best results were achieved with two-way classification and
term Presence feature.5. Works on Arabizi
5.1. Basic Language Analyses
Guellil and Azouaou (2016b) proposed ASDA, a Syntactic Ana-
lyzer for Algerian dialect(final state automaton). This parser
extracted from the same term several parts (corresponding to
verbs, nouns, adjectives, conjunctions, and the different pronouns).
These authors focus on Algerian Arabizi. To build this analyzer, the
authors initially enrich a basic dictionary that contains translation
between the Algerian dialect and French, with different phonolog-
ical extensions.
5.2. Building Resources
The idea of the work Guellil and Faical (2017); Azouaou and
Guellil, 2017 is to present a bilingual lexicon between Algerian
Arabizi and French. The authors first relied on an existing resource
which they pre-processed and also enriched. To enrich their lexi-
con, the authors principally worked on the phonological aspects
of Arabizi. They proposed to extend each word by all the different
words that are pronounced in the same manner. The resulted lex-
icon contains 25,086 words
5.3. Arabizi identification
Darwish (2014) classified a word as Arabizi or English in-
context, by using a sequence labeling based on Conditional Ran-
dom Fields (CRF). This system achieved an accuracy of 98.5% for
word-level language identification. Guellil and Azouaou (2016a)
proposed an approach for Arabic dialect identification in social
media based on supervised methods (using a pre-built lexicon pro-
posed previously (Guellil and Faical, 2017; Azouaou and Guellil,
2017)). The primary goal of this approach is to identify the words
written in the Algerian Arabizi dialect. The authors applied their
approach on 100 messages manually annotated and they achieved
an accuracy up to 60%.
5.4. Semantic-level analysis
In the context of MT, Guellil et al. (2017a); Guellil et al., 2017b
presented a translation system between the Algerian Arabizi and
MSA. The authors proposed a comparison between statistical and
neural translations after the transliteration step. These authorsPlease cite this article as: I. Guellil, H. Saâdane, F. Azouaou et al., Arabic natur
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translation, where BLEU score was up to 4.26 for direct transla-
tion (i.e without transliteration) and up to 6.01 (for automatic
transliteration) and up to 10.74 (for manual transliteration).
May et al. (2014) used a phrase-based SMT system similar to
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), trained on the collection of Arabic-
English parallel corpora The translation results between Arabic
and English are up to 9.89 (BLEU score, after manual translitera-
tion). van der Wees et al. (2016) built an SMT system. They began
with the unsupervised alignment of words in hand-aligned sen-
tences. The best results achieved by this approach are up to
18.4 (manual transliteration) and up to 15.1 (automatic
transliteration).
In the context of SA, Duwairi et al. (2016) constructed a small
annotated corpus manually (containing 3,026 messages) contain-
ing Arabizi messages transliterated into Arabic. For classification,
these authors used NB and SVM classifiers where SVM gave better
results. Some other works try dealing with Arabizi without the
transliteration step (Medhaffar et al., 2017; Guellil et al., 2018b).
However, Guellil et al. (2018b) clearly stated that the low
F1-score that they obtained for the Arabizi dataset (up to 0.66) is
principally related to the fact of handling Arabizi without translit-
eration. In addition to Arabizi, the two works of Medhaffar et al.
(2017) and Guellil et al. (2018b) also concentrated on Arabic, they
are presented in detail in Section 4.3.5.5. Arabizi transliteration
Three Arabizi transliteration approach are emerging: 1) Rule-
based approaches (Habash et al., 2007; Eskander et al., 2014;
Guellil et al., 2018a; Duwairi et al., 2016). 2) Statistical approaches
(Rosca and Breuel, 2016) and 3) Hybrid approaches. (Al-Badrashiny
et al., 2014; Guellil et al., 2017c; Guellil et al., 2017a; Guellil et al.,
2017b; Darwish, 2014; May et al., 2014; van der Wees et al., 2016).
Rosca and Breuel (2016) proposed a statistical approach by defin-
ing a model based on neural networks (proposed in Graves et al.
(2006); Bahdanau et al., 2014) to perform transliteration between
several language pairs including Arabic and English. The work pro-
posed by Al-Badrashiny et al. (2014), Guellil et al. (2017c), Guellil
et al. (2017a), Guellil et al. (2017b), Darwish (2014), May et al.
(2014), van der Wees et al. (2016), Guellil et al. (2018) share the
same general idea. These authors firstly generate or extract a set
of candidates for transliteration (the possible transliterations)
and then, they determine the best candidate using a language
model or other.6. Synthesis and discussion
A total of 90 research papers focusing on ANLP were presented
and classified. Our first purpose was to focus on the most recent
research work; in this respect 67 papers (74.4%) of the studied
works were published between 2015 and 2018. The presented
works are done on CA (10 works corresponding to 11.1%), MSA
(24 works, 26.7%), AD (30 works, 33.3%), Arabizi (14 works,
15.6%). Some works also combine MSA/AD (10 works, 11.1%) and
AD/Arabizi (2 works, 2.2%). We were also able to identify 52
resources and tools (57.8%). However, it can be seen from Table 4,
that no Arabizi work could be associated to its resource or tool
(which represent 17.8%). Concerning the work on CA, MSA and
AD, we were able to associate 52/74 works (70.3%).
From the aforementioned statistics, we observe that the major-
ity of work have been done on Arabic dialects rather than CA, MSA
or Arabizi. However, Arabizi represents an emerging research area
where 12 (which represents 75%) works among the 16 presented
are between 2015 and 2018. It can be seen from Table 3 that anal language processing: An overview, Journal of King Saud University –
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Table 3
The studied works on Dialectal Arabic (DA).
Works Year Research area Dialect type Resources types and link
Darwish et al. (2018) 2018 BLA Multi Tagger (POS)1
Saadane and Habash (2015) 2015 BLA Algerian CODA Guideline
Habash et al. (2018) 2012 BLA Multi Orthography Guideline2
Alharbi et al. (2018) 2018 BLA Gulf Tagger (POS)3 and 4
Samih et al. (2017) 2017 BLA Egyptian Tagger (POS)5
Salloum and Habash (2014) 2014 BLA Levantine + Egyptian ADAM6
Khalifa et al. (2017) 2017 BLA Gulf CALIMAGLF
7
Zribi et al. (2013) 2013 BLA Tunisian Corpus8
Al-Shargi et al. (2016) 2016 BLA Morroccan + Sanaani Yemeni morphological analyzer
Al-Shargi and Rambow (2015) 2015 BLA Multi morphological annotation
Khalifa et al. (2018) 2018 BLA + BR Emirati (Gulf) morphological, pos annotation9
Obeid et al. (2018) 2018 BLA Egyptian + Gulf MADARi 10
Zalmout et al. (2018) 2018 BLA Egyptian morphological disambiguation
Ali et al. (2016) 2016 LI Multi + MSA Identification11
El Haj et al. (2017) 2017 LI Multi + MSA Identification12 +corpus13
Ali (2018) 2018 LI Multi- MSA Identification14
Shon et al. (2018) 2018 LI Multi + MSA Identification15
Tachicart et al. (2017) 2017 LI Moroccan + MSA Identification16
Salameh and Bouamor (2018) 2018 LI Multi Identification
Maamouri et al. (2014) 2014 BR + BLA Egyptian Egyptian Treebank + morphological analyser
Kwaik et al. (2018) 2018 BR Levantine Corpus + Identification17
Al-Twairesh et al. (2018) 2018 BR Saudi Saudi corpus
Meftouh et al. (2018) 2018 BR + MT Multi PADIC18
Saad and Alijla (2017) 2017 BR EGY-MSA Comparable corpus19 + WikiDocsAligner20
Bouamor et al. (2018) 2018 BR Multi (25 dialects) Madar parallel corpus and lexicon21
Alsarsour et al. (2018) 2018 BR Multi DART corpus22
Erdmann et al. (2018) 2018 BR Multi Corpus23
Tachicart et al. (2014) 2014 BR Moroccan-MSA Lexicon24
Abidi et al. (2017) 2017 BR Algerian Comparable corpus
Jarrar et al. (2017) 2017 BR Palestinian Corpus25
Suwaileh et al. (2016) 2016 BR Multi-MSA Corpus26
Khalifa et al. (2016a) 2016 BR Gulf-MSA Online interface27
Abdul-Mageed et al. (2018) 2018 BR Multi Extraction tweet code28
Kumar et al. (2014) 2014 BR EGY-English Parallel corpus29
El-Beltagy (2016) 2016 BR + SA EGY-MSA Sentiment lexicon30
Abdul-Mageed and Diab (2016) 2014 BR + SA Multi Sentiment lexicon
Medhaffar et al. (2017) 2017 BR + SA Tunisian Sentiment corpus31
Guellil et al. (2018b) 2018 BR + SA Algerian Sentiment corpus
Al-Twairesh et al. (2017) 2017 BR + SA Saudi Sentiment corpus + SA
Guellil et al. (2017d) 2017 BR + SA Algerian Sentiment lexicon + SA
1 URL: https://github.com/qcri/dialectal_arabic_resources.
2 URL: http://resources.camel-lab.com/.
3 URL: https://github.com/qcri/dialectal_arabic_pos_tagger.
4 URL: http://alt.qcri.org/resources/da_resources/.
5 URL: https://github.com/qcri/dialectal_arabic_tools.
6 URL: https://github.com/WaelSalloum/adam.
7 URL: http://camel.abudhabi.nyu.edu/resources/.
8 URL: https://github.com/NadiaBMKarmani/Intelligent-Tunisian-Arabic-Morphological-Analyzer-evaluation-corpus.
9 URL: https://camel.abudhabi.nyu.edu/gumar/.
10 URL: https://nyuad.nyu.edu/en/research/centers-labs-and-projects/computational-approaches-to-modeling-language-lab/resources.html.
11 URL: https://github.com/qcri/dialectID.
12 URL: https://github.com/drelhaj/ArabicDialects.
13 URL: http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/staff/elhaj/corpora.htm.
14 URL: https://github.com/bigoooh/adi.
15 URL: https://github.com/swshon/dialectID_e2e.
16 URL: http://arabic.emi.ac.ma:8080/MCAP/faces/lid.xhtml;jsessionid=6c824eea3d4d42560be0a8e429b0.
17 URL: https://github.com/GU-CLASP/shami-corpus.
18 URL: http://smart.loria.fr/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/PmWiki/Corpora.
19 URL: https://github.com/motazsaad/comparableWikiCoprus.
20 URL: https://github.com/motazsaad/WikiDocsAligner.
21 URL: http://nlp.qatar.cmu.edu/madar/.
22 URL: http://qufaculty.qu.edu.qa/telsayed/datasets/.
23 URL: https://camel.abudhabi.nyu.edu/arabic-multidialectal-embeddings/.
24 URL: http://arabic.emi.ac.ma:8080/mded/#MdedListForm:j_idt20:j_idt21.
25 URL: http://portal.sina.birzeit.edu/curras/download.html.
26 URL: http://qufaculty.qu.edu.qa/telsayed/arabicweb16.
27 URL: http://camel.abudhabi.nyu.edu/gumar/.
28 URL: https://github.com/hasanhuz/Location_Analysis_Project.
29 URL: https://github.com/noisychannel/ARZ_callhome_corpus.
30 URL: https://github.com/NileTMRG/NileULex.
31 URL: https://github.com/fbougares/TSAC.
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Table 4
The studied works on Arabizi
Works Year Research area Arabizi type Resources types and link
Guellil and Azouaou (2016b) 2017 BLA Algerian Parser
Guellil and Faical (2017) 2017 BR Algerian/ French Bilingual lexicon
Azouaou and Guellil (2017) 2017 BR Algerian/ French Bilingual lexicon
Darwish (2014) 2014 BR + LI + TR MSA + Multi corpus Arabizi-MSA + identification + TR
Guellil and Azouaou (2016a) 2016 LI Algerian Identification
Guellil et al. (2017a) 2017 TR + BR + MT Algerian Corpus Arabizi-MSA + TR + MT
Guellil et al. (2017b) 2017 TR + BR + MT Algerian Corpus Arabizi-MSA + TR + MT system
Eskander et al. (2014) 2014 TR + Classification Egyptian Arabizi transliteration + classification system
May et al. (2014) 2017 TR + BR + MT MSA + Multi Corpus Arabizi-MSA + TR + MT
van der Wees et al. (2016) 2016 TR + BR + MT MSA + Multi Corpus Arabizi-MSA + TR + MT
Duwairi et al. (2016) 2016 TR + BR + SA MSA + Multi Corpus Arabizi-MSA + TR + SA
Habash et al. (2007) 2007 TR MSA + Multi TR system
Guellil et al. (2018) 2018 TR Algerian TR system
Guellil et al. (2017c) 2017 TR + BR Algerian Corpus Arabizi-MSA + TR
Al-Badrashiny et al. (2014) 2014 TR MSA + Multi TR system
Guellil et al. (2018a) 2018 TR + BR + SA Algerian SA corpus + TR/SA system
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17/40, which represents 42.5% of the dialect works). For the rest of
work on dialects (i.e. 23/40 which represents 57.5%), they mostly
focused on Saudi/GLF (i.e. 7/23) and EGY (6/23). The work on
MAGH dialects are less sizeable particularly for Tunisian and
Moroccan (i.e 2/23 for each one) and for Algerian (4/23). The situ-
ation is worse for the Palestinian and LeV dialects (with 1/23 work
for each one). We also observe that the resources and tools are
rarely publicly available for some dialects. For example, for the
Algerian dialect, only one resource (PADIC) is publicly available.
However, resources and tools are more abundant in other dialects
such as GLF and EGY.
From Table 4, we observe two trends related to Arabizi works:
1) work handling Arabizi in general (as one Arabic language) and
2) work considering Arabizi as any possible dialect (focusing on
Algerian Arabizi or Egyptian Arabizi). However, the most recent
work tends to follow the second trend. This is understandable,
since Arabizi is only a Latin transliteration of Arabic and its dia-
lects. Unfortunately, no work deals with Arabizi identification for
distinguishing between Algerian, Tunisian, Egyptian Arabizi, etc.
Some work deals with identification but it deals with the identifi-
cation between Arabizi, French and English. It does not handle the
intra dialect identification for Arabizi.
Finally, we also observe that most studied works concentrated
on building resources (lexicon and corpora). Even if the main pur-
pose of these works is SemA, BLA, LI or Tr, resource construction
is crucial. Mainly due to this reason, 50 works among the 90 pro-
vide resources (which represent 55.6%). However almost of the
presented resources were constructed manually which is time
and effort-consuming. By considering Arabic and its dialects as
an under-resourced language, almost all the recent studies are
working on proposing new resources for bridging the gap. The
most studied research area is BLA (with 24 works out of 90,
26.7%). This is mainly due to the morphological complexity of
Arabic and its dialects which makes this language difficult to han-
dle without pre-processing illustrated by POS, Stemming, lemma-
tisation, etc.
7. Conclusion and perspectives
The presented paper contains analysis and classification of 90
recent research work and project covering all Arabic varieties,
written with both script (i.e Arabic and Arabizi). The originality
of this survey is to associate works to their publicly available
tools and resources. From the analysis of the presented works,
we conclude that only few works have been done on CA. Hence,Please cite this article as: I. Guellil, H. Saâdane, F. Azouaou et al., Arabic natur
Computer and Information Sciences, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jksuci.2019.02.0this Arabic variety contains many open issues. Arabizi represents
an emerging research area but all the presented resources are
not yet publicly available. Although almost all works have tar-
geted MSA and AD, these two varieties are still considered
under-resources languages compared to more studied languages
such as English.
This survey opens the door to many research questions: (1) Is it
better to rely on manually built resources or to propose methods
and techniques to create such resources automatically? (2) Is it
really crucial to transliterate before any semantic analysis? (3) Is
it better to handle each dialect individually, or is it possible to pro-
pose methods and techniques able to process all dialects? (4)
Should we always associate AD to MSA or could it be better to asso-
ciate AD to other languages such as English, French, etc? (5) Why
do research studies always follow the way of construction? Is it
possible to rely on existing resources, to combine resources, etc?
(6) Are deep learning approaches really more efficient than tradi-
tional approaches such as SVM, NB, etc, for Arabic natural
processing?
The main idea of this survey is to present to the community of
research the most recent resources and tools. In the near future, we
plan to propose another survey paper where we use the presented
publicly available tools and resources and where we apply them to
given extrinsic data, for presenting to the community the strength
and weakness of each resources.References
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